generation of Langmuir circulation was identified in the late 1970s [Craik and Leibovich, 1976; Garrett, 1970; Craik, 1977; Leibovich, 1977 Leibovich, , 1980 , based on an interaction between waves and wind-driven currents. The combination of an identifiable structure and a straightforward generation mechanism has inspired a modeling renaissance in mixed layer dynamics. The catalytic effect is twofold: the mechanism provides a focus around which to build and refine models, and the structure provides a focus for comparison with observations. Modeling has progressed from initial stability analyses [e.g., Craik, 1977; Leibovich, 1977 The initial work established that, for reasonable lake and ocean conditions, the surface layer should indeed be unstable to the formation of such alternating rolls. Then the nonlinear dynamics were found to be complex, including quasi-chaotic behavior. The analyses explored vortex pairing and 3-D instabilities [Thorpe, 1992; Leibovich and Tandon, 1993; Tandon and Leibovich, 1995] , relating to the formation of "Y junctions" in the bubble streaks observed in some sonar images [Thorpe, 1992; Farmer and Li, 1995; Plueddemann, et al., 1996] . They also predicted behaviors previously unobserved; in particular, oscillations in the strength of the vortex array in time or in space are seen under certain conditions with "strong" forcing [Cox et al., 1992; Tandon and Leibovich, 1995] . On reflection, it is apparent that the observational tools needed to see such behavior were absent until recently. Finally, recent LES simulations have shown that the system remains turbulent, modified slightly by the "vortex force" due to waves [Skyllingstad and Denbo, 1995 [1995] examined some time series of acoustic intensity gathered with a mechanically scanning system, covering a full 360 ø circle every half minute or so, and verified that the Y junctions are, in general, spatial. Here too backscatter intensity and radial velocity are imaged over a continuous sector. In contrast to the system described by Farmer and Li [ 1995] , this "phasedarray Doppler sonar" (PADS) system simultaneously images the whole area, so that surface waves are sampled at 0.75 s intervals everywhere and can be reliably averaged out. Also, the data here were gathered continuously over several weeks, so there are no gaps and no phase of evolution is missed. The space-time evolution of surface velocity and strain rate can be examined unambiguously using the image sequences produced by this system, over the entire course of any storms encountered. In the absence of radiometer and rainfall measurements, buoyancy flux estimates must be made partly on the basis of visual observations. Over the latter part of March 10 (year day 69), rainfall accumulated up to 30 cm on the nearby land. Visual estimates on Flip suggest accumulations were comparable at sea. This would contribute significantly to the buoyancy flux Oust after the focus period discussed here); hence mixed layer budget estimates become less reliable after this. Before this, during the 2-day focus period itself, skies were gray (100% cloud cover, mostly stratus), there was occasional drizzle and mist, and the air and sea temperatures were within a degree, favoring slightly unstable conditions. Thus heat fluxes and buoyancy fluxes in general were very likely small over this particular 2-day time period. The wind and Stokes' drift are among the primary input parameters for models of Langmuir circulation. The wind stress is estimated from sonic anemometer data, using both bulk and eddy-correlation methods. The sonic anemometer was mounted directly above a four-wire wave array, facilitating wind-wave correlation studies [e.g., Rieder and From data where the conductivities are valid, it was verified that the temperature-density relation is tight over the focus period: for data in the interval 11.4 ø to 14øC (i.e., from 50 m depth to the surface), the fit err= 29.517-(0.325)T captures over 99.7% of the variance in tYT. Thus the temperature signal is a good proxy for density, as well as for heat content. Internal waves can induce large isotherm displacements, especially near tidal periods. To assess this, advantage is taken of the small heat fluxes: assuming the vertical excursions due to internal waves are primarily low mode, the vertical coordinate is scaled uniformly such that the net heat content from 45 m to the surface is conserved (Plate 1, bottom; note that here "small heat flux" is in comparison to that needed to significantly change the heat content over the entire 45 m). For the purpose of this rescaling, the shallowest temperature is extended to the surface. This undoubtedly introduces some error near the beginning of the mixing, between year days 67.2 and 67.4. In this stretched view of the upper ocean, it appears that a mixed layer forms over the middle third of March 8 (year day 67) and then remains nearly constant with a depth of about 25 m over the next 2 days. The deepening occurs primarily during the increasing wind segment, over the first quarter to half inertial day. With the subsequent steady 15 m/s winds, the (scaled) mixed layer depth remains approximately constant.
A195 kHz PADS was deployed and operated through both legs of the Marine Boundary Layer Experiment

PADS Data Processing
Acoustic Doppler Basics
In a Doppler sonar system, pulses of sound are transmitted and reflect off scatterers in the medium (in this case, bubbles in the water). The recorded backscatter is processed to determine both the intensity of backscatter and the frequency (Doppler) shift. The pulses travel outward at the speed of sound, and knowledge of this speed is used to convert the information into functions of range. In a typical system the signal is complex demodulated such that a zero Doppler shift would yield a zero-frequency (complex dc) signal. The temporal rate of change of phase of this demodulated signal yields the mean Doppler shift. This phase rate of change is estimated from the phase of a complex covariance, formed between the demodulated signal at 2 times a small time apart. March 9, 1995, UTC. Over this period, the PADS axis (center-beam) heading was held near 12øT with an active compensation system or "rotator"; this held the heading variations to about 0.1 ø rms. To provide a more detailed look at the last stages of evolution, all 10 hours from 1800 March 9 to 0400 March 10 were analyzed. This final segment includes some especially interesting behavior (vacillations) and also includes a few hours after the wind shifts in direction, drops to 9 m/s, and then rebuilds and shifts slowly back. It incidentally includes a PADS axis rotation to the across wind direction (after the wind shift); this last detail provided no surprises and so is not discussed further.
Scatterer Dynamics
The acoustic backscatter intensity fields approximately correspond to horizontal maps of the vertically integrated content of bubbles near 15 gm radius. The Doppler shift fields represent bubble-weighted vertically averaged radial velocities. It is therefore worthwhile to consider briefly the general behavior of the bubbles.
Conceptually, the bubbles are injected at the surface by breaking waves and are mixed vertically by turbulence: turbulence competes against rise velocity to distribute the bubbles initially. As bubbles are mixed deeper, they are compressed to smaller size and can dissolve (depending on effects such as gas saturation levels, surfactants, etc.). The competing effects are thought to lead to a distribution which is roughly exponential in depth, with a 1 to 1.5 m scale [Crawford and Farmer, 1987] . Significant horizontal variability is also expected, due to both the isolated nature of wave breaking and also to the advection into downwelling zones by larger scale motion such as Langmuir circulation [Thorpe, 1982 [Thorpe, , 1986 
Development of Intensity Features
As noted, breaking waves inject bubble clouds that dissipate slowly over several minutes, so the expected signatures are sudden increases in intensity, followed by gradual decay to the background level. In strong winds, the breaking events are less isolated, and the bubbles become tracers of the underlying circulation. Here we attempt to trace the evolution from isolated injection events to quasicontinuous streaks.
In the early part of the wind event, after the wind has come up but before the Langmuir circulation is too strong, intensity events suggestive of bubble injection are occasionally seen in the PADS data (Plate 26). Events large enough to be seen clearly against the background variability are rare: about eight events per hour exceed 6 dB above the mean intensity between 1400 and 1900 UTC, March 8. Toward the latter part of this segment, streaks associated with Langmuir circulation also begin to show up in the intensity images. It can then be seen that the large "intensity events" tend to occur on a preexisting streak (Plate 2b). Visually, whitecapping was common over the whole time period, with every few crests spilling or breaking. Thus, only a small fraction of breaking events produces bubble clouds which stand out. These could be either very large but rare "plunging breakers," or they could be coincidental occurrences of reasonably large breakers directly over downwelling zones in the underlying flow. The intensity events become more common as the winds and waves increase.
Streaks associated with Langmuir circulation show up shortly after the appearance of such intensity events and become distinct by about 0000 UTC March 9. In the early hours of March 9 the intensity events begin to look more like sudden enhancements of the streak features themselves.
In contrast to the earlier segment, where the intensity events occur as roughly isotropic spots, the later events can be elongated, and sometimes groups of features appear to light up simultaneously over an area several tens of meters on a side. In these cases, the features can appear in adjacent streaks simultaneously (separated by 20 to 40 m). As noted above, these features appear to occur along previously visible streaks. Throughout this wind event, the streaks are somewhat erratic in both time and space, in contrast to the well-aligned features seen previously with a sudden wind "turn-on" event [Smith, 1992] or in lochs or lakes. Finally, over the last even hour of March 9 (2200-2300 UTC), the features "vacillate" between very distinct, intense streaks and less distinct, more erratic fields. The vacillations appear to occur simultaneously over the measurement area, with a period of about a half hour. This is discussed further below.
Scaling of Surface Motion
The (1.5u*) is smaller than SWAPP's by a factor of 3. In SWAPP the rms cross-wind velocity scaled better with 2(u'US) ll2 than with 4.4u* (or 0.006W) alone. Could some of the discrepancy arise from differences in the Stokes' drift? From Figure 6 , the rms radial velocity toward the end scales as 0.25US and 0.0023W (or 1.7u*). Combining these yields 0.65(u'US) 1/2. This is different by a factor of 3.1, an even larger discrepancy, since the ratio US/u* is larger here (up to 6.9) than it was in SWAPP (about 4.8). Finally, it was noted above that the optimal fit here is between V and Us alone. While no search for the optimal combination of Us and u* was attempted for the SWAPP data set, this relation closer to the origin, favored by radial velocity (e.g., Plate 4d). The tendency for the radial velocity features to be larger scale and further to the right of the wind than intensity is consistent throughout the "good data" section of the time period (i.e., from year day 67.66 to the end). Before proceeding to the comparison with simple mixed layer models (which are, for simplicity, one dimensional), it is worth considering the extent to which the measurements may be influenced by advection, both horizontal and vertical.
Degree of organization. One measure of the degree of organization is
First, consider uniform uplift of the deeper isotherms, with horizontal spreading or advection of the surface layer (this could be accomplished by upwelling or quasigeostrophic activity, for example). This would result in net cooling over a fixed depth interval near the surface, say from 0 to 45 m depth. To examine this possibility, the depth axis was rescaled by a constant for each time step such that the heat content in the top 45 m remains constant (Plate lb). The raw and rescaled MLD are both shown in Figure 15 . As a fringe benefit, this rescaling appears somewhat successful in removing distortions due to higher frequency internal waves; however, the halt in mixed layer deepening is made even more clear. Indeed, low-mode straining appears to be increasing the mixed layer depth in time, consistent with the fact that the platform is drifting with the flow into deeper water. Low-mode vertical straining or uplift can be ruled out as an explanation for halted deepening.
Next 
in which vt is the turbulent kinematic eddy viscosity and k is the wavenumber of the dominant surface waves. For fully developed seas, they argue C is about 50 (Figure 16 , thin dashed line). This criterion is evaluated two ways here: (1) using the rms horizontal scale to estimate Wdn directly for use in (5), or (2) extending the evaluation of C to underdeveloped waves, using estimates of Us, k, and vt in (7). Since the spacing is about twice the mixed layer depth, the rolls appear to be roughly isotropic in the cross-wind plane. It is therefore reasonable to assume the vertical and cross-wind velocity scales are comparable. Assume also that the rms radial velocity scale V derived from the PADS measurements is a good estimate of the cross-wind component size. Finally, to estimate the maximum downwelling velocity from an rms, an argument analogous to that for significant wave height from rms displacement is needed. In brief, the circulation is not simply sinusoidal ( The values employed by Liet al. for fully developed waves imply U.,7u* • 11.5. To obtain 50 with this value in (9), the constant of proportionality is set to 9.8. Then (6) becomes Ap >_ 9.8(U S u. 2 ) 2/3 (po /gh ) . (10) This criterion is also shown in Figure 16 (thin solid line) .
It is seen that the mixing effect estimated from the measured velocities falls far below the parametric estimate (10). The discrepancy is very similar in magnitude to that between the velocity scale observed here versus SWAPP: the velocity variance V2 measured here (and hence the corresponding mixing effect) is smaller by a factor between 6 and 10 (thus the SWAPP variance estimates would presumably agree closely with (10)). Over a period of several days, such a reduction could lead to a significant difference in the mixed layer depth. It is therefore important to understand why this variance is reduced. Again, it is conjectured that the existence of opposing swell is important, either directly via the wave/current generation mechanism of Langmuir circulation or indirectly via enhanced wave breaking and bubble injection. 4. Langmuir circulation can vary significantly in strength, spacing, and peakiness over timescales of the order of 15 min. Neither the wind, waves, nor mixed layer depths vary significantly on this timescale. In these "vacillations," the strengths of velocity versus intensity features were 180 ø out of phase: strongest intensity features coincided with weakest rms velocities. It is suggested that the buoyancy of bubbles may be nonnegligible in the dynamics of these phenomena.
5. Overall strength and peakiness values correlate well between intensity and velocity features (over timescales comparable to a day). However, in details such as spacing, orientation, or short-time behavior, significant differences can occur. Also, the typical spacing and orientation of intensity versus velocity features near the surface differ. For the data studied here, intensity features aligned within a couple degrees of the wind (favoring the right), while the velocity features were typically 10 ø to the right of the wind. The intensity spacing tracks 2 times the mixed layer depth, while the velocity feature spacing is closer to 2.5 times MLD. While this mismatch is puzzling, it would appear likely that the time/space-dependent behavior of bubbles in a time-varying flow should be investigated. Simulations with realistic bubble dynamics may help to understand these differences.
The difference between mean feature-tracking and
Doppler velocity estimates provides a reasonable and direct estimate of the Stokes' drift near the surface. A unique aspect is that both estimates come from the same data stream, without explicitly resolving the waves.
Appendix
The PADS system operates by transmitting repeatsequence codes [Pinkel and Smith, 1992] 
